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Translation Tech 
with a Human Voice.

Smartling created agile translation – a set of principles and technologies to 
respond to the challenges of creating and updating local language content. 
Visit smartling.com/ski�  to learn more about our modern approach. 



Smartling is a provider of Enterprise Translation Management software. Its 
flagship product is a system of record for the translation of websites, mobile 
applications, and other forms of digital content. Companies using the 
platform benefit from reduced costs, improved time-to-market, and more 
consistent and on-brand translations.

Unlike traditional approaches to translation, which rely on copying 
and pasting content into and out of spreadsheets and emailing these 
spreadsheets to translation agencies, Smartling's Enterprise Translation 
Management software centralizes all translation activity in the cloud. 
Important capabilities of the platform include:

• Integration. Smartling can be integrated with any content source and 
can deliver translations using its API, connectors to popular content 
systems, over-the-air translation update service, and HTTP proxy 
service.

• Automation. Each business unit can define its own set of workflows, 
ensuring that content will always follow the desired quality improvement 
process without creating an undue management burden.

• Collaboration. Content creators, translators, and in-market experts can 
collaborate on the creation of local language content within a single 
system of record that provides full version control.

• Visibility. Executives and program managers can see which teams are 
requesting translation, how long it’s taking to complete, how frequently it 
needs to be corrected, and how much it’s costing.

Companies using Smartling work with their preferred translation agency 
or agencies and internal language experts. They can also make use of 
Smartling’s marketplace of trusted professional translators.

For more information, visit www.smartling.com.

About Smartling
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Global travel and hospitality brands can win customer loyalty 

and increase lifetime customer value by embracing translation 

technology. With more content than ever on consumer-facing web 

and mobile pages and on mobile apps, savvy travel brands are 

turning to technology to manage translation.

Traditionally, translation has been executed in a wasteful, slow 

process that involved manual cut-and-paste changes facilitated 

through multiple emails. The process is far from agile -- a typo can 

remain for weeks before it’s fixed. The alternative is a plug-and-play 

solution that makes adding a new language translation as easy as 

checking off a box.

Executive Summary
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Global travel demand seems to have finally rebounded from the 2008 

economic crisis. An International Air Transport Association (IATA) survey from 

February 2016 found that demand for air travel was up 6.5% from 2014, the 

highest it has been in five years.  Similarly, global hotel room rates hit a new 

high in 2015, according to hotel data company STR.  

Much of this uptick is occurring at a global level. Much is also the effect of the 

maturing Millennial generation, which is more interested in traveling abroad 

than previous generations.  Another factor is that places like China, other parts 

of Asia and the Middle East are producing a new generation of first-time world 

travelers. This influx of global customers puts enormous pressure on travel 

companies, particularly those looking to build direct relationships with their 

customers, to offer content in local languages.

A lot has changed since 2008 though. The iPhone, then new, is now nine 

years old. Smartphone penetration is now at around 80% in the U.S.  Services 

like Uber and Airbnb have used smartphone apps to bridge the offline and 

online worlds seamlessly. That has prompted consumers -- especially younger 

ones -- to expect such mobile integration from travel brands. For instance, 

consumers can now use the Fly Delta app to book, change their seats and 

assess their current loyalty program status. In some markets, like Asia-Pacific, 

the consumer is almost exclusively on mobile. 

Introduction
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Another change over the past eight years has been the ascendance of content 

marketing. As search plays a larger role in travel decisions, many savvy travel 

firms have created content designed to lure readers and offer a subtle plug for 

their services. 

The confluence of these trends has created a new problem for travel marketers: 

Local translation. In order to remain competitive, such brands need to up 

their game to cater to a new breed of traveler that looks for and increasingly 

expects native language content. Ignoring the market isn’t an option and clunky 

translations will turn off prospective customers. 

Another reason that there’s pressure on suppliers to provide local language 

content is the rise of direct booking. Booking directly on hotel chain websites 

and mobile accounted for 25% of total bookings in 2015, surpassing bookings 

via online travel agencies (20%), according to Atmosphere Research Group. 

Booking on local properties’ websites accounted for 5%. The rest were divided 

among hotel phone reservations, walk-ups and traditional travel agencies. (Skift 

Magazine, Megatrends issue)

Mobile-based bookings are also growing. In 2016, research firm eMarketer 

projected that 51.8% of travelers who book trips via digital means will employ a 

mobile device. That estimate on travel research and booking is up from 43.8% in 

2015. Mobile often requires slightly different content from desktop. In deference 

to smaller screens, content is often shorter. For travel marketers, more platforms 

means more content.

A survey by Fuel also found 61.4% of respondents said they would use a mobile 

app to purchase a late checkout. More than half of respondents said they would 

check in via a mobile app if they could, and they would use a mobile app to buy 

additional services during their stay. Some 30.7% of leisure travelers said they’ve 

used at least one mobile app to plan travel. 

Travel isn’t the only industry to recognize a sudden opportunity for translation 

services. IBISWorld estimated that the U.S. market for translation services was 

approximately $5 billion in 2015. Global projections peg it at $37 billion by 2019. 

The figure includes conversion of written documents, sites, apps and interpretive 

services such as sign language experts. 

Translation technology provider Smartling also found the average volume of 

content being translated by its customers grew 88% from 2013 to 2014. Half of 

Smartling’s customers were translating into at least six languages, double the 

number year-over-year. Some 25% are translating into at least 15 languages. 

Translation is nuanced, expensive, and labor-intensive. Global travel companies 

are producing more content across complex systems than ever. The decades-
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old manual translation process is not scalable in today's business environment; 

for travel brands looking to cater to each individual market, this is becoming an 

even larger headache, and in many cases cost prohibitive.

Automated solutions offer travel brands a competitive edge in the rest of their 

business, ranging from reservation and booking systems to CRM. Translation 

doesn’t need to be any different.
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According to a 2014 report from Google, the travel consumer’s path to purchase 

most often starts in social media and email and then moves along to search and 

eventually to paid media.  

Travel brands also have to think about customer reviews and touch points that 

go well beyond the initial sell. 

For example, the Chinese traveler arriving in San Francisco will want to know 

which services and amenities the hotel offers, in her native language. If it doesn’t 

the consumer might go somewhere else. 

A study by Common Sense Advisory, for instance, found that 75% of buyers 

prefer to buy products in their native language. In addition, some 80% of 

consumers in the European Union say they’re not likely to buy travel services 

online if the company doesn’t offer a website in their native language. 

That’s a big problem for travel brands -- at least for those that cater to 

international travelers -- that are pumping out consumer-facing content. 

“The volume of content that's now involved in providing a good customer 

experience for the travel and hospitality sectors has just exploded," said Lily 

Varon, analyst at Forrester Research. Brands provide destination content for all 

The Consumer Journey for a 
Travel Brand
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markets in which they operate, plus information on concierge services, activities 

and amenities. Varon said that this puts pressure on travel brands because the 

translation process can be expensive. 

Case in point: InterContinental Hotels Group. IHG tries to create a travel 

experience that has a local and culturally appropriate feel. “Ultimately, the goal is 

that we’ll improve the consumer’s experience of our brand,” said Chad Westfall, 

Vice President, Global Direct Channels. “If we can get more timely, accurate 

and relevant translations to our consumers, it means a better experience of our 

brands.” 

Part of that experience involves localization. While translation might involve 

making content originally written in French accessible to English speakers, 

using British English in the U.S., for instance, will alienate potential customers 

by exposing the fact that there was little thought given to making the content 

relevant to a new audience. 

Marriott International takes a rigorous approach to localization. Marriott has 

more than 5,000 hotels globally, 14 web domains that correspond to a language, 

and a mobile app that’s translated into English, French, German, simplified 

Chinese and Spanish. (That’s before taking into account its pending $13.6 billion 

acquisition of Starwood Hotels and Resorts. Offering a consistent translation 

experience across all those properties is likely to be a major challenge for 

Marriott.) 

“We think a Chinese customer will have different behavior than a customer 

who comes from the U.S. or Europe,” said Gina Villavicencio, Director of User 

Experience Design at Marriott. “While 80% of the needs are very similar, 20% are 

different,” Villavicencio said.

She added that using straight translation like other websites use will appease 

about 80% of potential customers. “But if we solve for localization, it gives us a 

competitive edge. Translation and localization are critical—it’s one of the first 

things our customers mention when we expose them to our product. They’re 

turned off when they realize that a translation isn’t done well.  It’s a visceral 

reaction.” 

Conversely, consumers interpret a culturally sensitive translation to mean that 

the brand really cares about them, she said. 

Poorly translating to local markets will also handicap a brand that is looking 

to extend loyalty programs into new markets. Such programs are a huge part 

of the travel industry. Consumers have accrued some $48 billion worth of 

rewards.  Brands with a global footprint need to redo all of that communication 

in different languages to speak to new customers. Running a viable loyalty 

program with an incomplete or insufficient local translation is unlikely.
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Consumer Journey for the Global Traveler
Consumers require relevant, accurate translations at every touchpoint.

Website

Mobile App

Emails (confirmation, promotional, e-statements)

Live Chat

Collateral

Social Media

On-site hospitality content (ticket/ key jackets, guides, 
ancillary services)

Kiosk for rapid check-in

TV Screen

WiFi Login

Menus

Mobile Access

Property Maps

DREAM

PLAN

BOOK

STAY

SHARE
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The rise of direct bookings adds to the challenge of creating content on local 

platforms. The trend is clear: Consumers are bypassing booking engines, 

aggregators and travel agents to research and book reservations for themselves. 

Direct bookings on hotel websites and mobile devices account for 25% of 

bookings compared to 20% for online travel aggregators (OTAs).

Brands like Marriott, Starwood, Hilton Worldwide and InterContinental Hotels 

Group are working harder to create one-to-one relationships with travelers. They 

are creating more options for loyalty program members to bypass front desks 

and use smartphones for keyless room entry. They’re also offering free Wi-Fi, early 

check-ins or late check-outs to travelers who book directly.

Hyatt is the latest brand to enter the direct booking wars.  In April, the company 

launched an exclusive discount for members of its loyalty program, Hyatt Gold 

Passport, in which members who book direct with Hyatt via Hyatt.com or the 

Hyatt mobile app get a discount of up to 10% on their bookings. 

While the promotion extends to Hyatt properties in the U.S., Canada and Australia, 

it’s expected to roll out in other countries. Hyatt wants to test the promotion in 

other markets to see its efficacy in driving direct engagement with consumers. 

Hyatt is also working on a new app that will let loyalty program members 

check in online, access its Express Checkout function, manage reservations and 

communicate with customer service via social channels. 

Direct Bookings
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That same month, Marriott also introduced lower rates that are exclusive to 

Marriott Rewards loyalty program members who book directly on Marriott.

com, the Marriott mobile app, the brand’s call centers, select corporate 

travel professionals and travel agents.  This spring, Marriott and Hilton began 

withholding their lowest rates from the OTAs as they promote direct booking. 

Source: Google Consumer Surveys (2016)

Terrible - I could not 
understand a word

Okay - Some pages easier 
to read than others

Good - It’s never 
been an issue

I use booking sites 
to avoid that issue

7.4% (+3.4/-2.4)

30.0% (+4.7/-4.3)

41.3% (+4.8/-4.6)

FOR THE MOST PART, HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE LANGUAGE TRANSLATION ON 
THE FOREIGN HOTEL OR AIRLINE WEBSITE YOU BOOKED FROM?

21.3% (+4.3/-3.7)

Source: Google Consumer Surveys (2016)

Yes, and I would again

Yes, but I wouldn’t do it again

No, but I would if I had to

No, and I never will

17.5% (+4.1/-3.5)

30.7% (+4.7/-4.3)

44.4% (+4.9/-4.8)

HAVE YOU EVER BOOKED A HOTEL OR FLIGHT FROM A WEBSITE IN A LANGUAGE 
YOU COULD NOT UNDERSTAND?

7.4% (+3.3/-2.3)

Not surprisingly, travelers are wary of booking directly on sites written in a foreign 

language. A survey conducted by Skift via Google in March found 44.4% of those 

polled would never book a hotel or flight directly from a website in a language 

they don’t understand; 30.7% would but only if they had to.  

The survey also found that 30% of respondents rated their experience with 

language translation on a foreign hotel or airline website they booked from 

“OK” for the most part with some pages easier to read than others. Some 7.4% 

described their experience as “terrible.”  And 21.3% said they use booking sites to 

avoid translation issues. 
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To be successful in various markets, global brands have to speak the local 

language. Users who log on must get the sense that the brand understands them 

and their community. Some travel brands are doing this better than others. 

Why the disparity? Traditionally, translating content into multiple languages is 

time- and labor-intensive. Once a change to a web page is made, if an error is 

spotted it typically takes two weeks to fix due of development cycles.  In that 

case, the release cycles are dictating the content. Ideally, the content should 

live independently of development cycles. Content creators shouldn’t be 

hampered by the process of integrating translations into technology. A translation 

management system lets content creators update without such timing 

constraints.

In addition, updating content is a messy, time-consuming and resource-heavy 

process. For instance, all brands will have a content management system (CMS) 

for their website and many will have a separate specific technology for their 

booking engine. There may also be a separate CMS for their customer service 

content, email marketing content and a completely separate system for their 

social media content. 

Typically, the way to update and translate all of this content is to log on to 

these various platforms, export the content into a spreadsheet, and email the 

spreadsheet to a project manager at a third party. The third party then emails that 

file to a translator who executes the work on a home computer. When questions 

arise, the translator emails the project manager who emails the customer’s 

content manager and so forth. 

Eventually, the content is translated, but only after many days, if not weeks, of 

back and forth. Realizing that this approach won’t work at scale in today’s market, 

some travel brands have opted for a single solution. At Marriott, for instance, 90% 

The Challenges of Local Content
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of translation management is now  executed via an automated process and a 

centralized content management system (CMS). The real-time component is 

essential to Marriott’s web and mobile content. 

“We might have to get a deal out, a reservation announcement or critical 

emergency messaging at the hotel level and it needs to be published as quickly 

as possible,” said Sonia Zamborsky, Director of Product Field Support and 

Communications, Digital Globalization for Marriott.  “It’s critical if you’re trying to 

get out a large amount of content and allow for localization, you need efficiency 

and flexibility.”

Greeley Koch, Executive Director for the Association of Corporate Travel Executives, 

agreed. “It’s very important to have global translation at scale for the business 

traveler,” he said. “As the world gets smaller, given the global economy, it’s 

important to recognize that you have different travelers coming from different 

parts of the world who don’t always speak English.” Koch points out that there 

are a growing number of Chinese companies that are sending their employees 

abroad with limited language skills. 

“Whether they’re going to EMEA or the U.S., it’s important for them to access 

content in Mandarin, Cantonese or whatever the dialect is, so they’re able to travel 

and function,” he added. 

Business travelers often have a functional knowledge of English, but miss 

important nuances that vary from market to market. "You can be cheeky in the 

U.S., but in more conservative markets, that won’t fly,” said Forrester’s Varon. 

“Ideally brands should provide local language in every market they're in." Beyond 

adapting translations to the tone and style of local markets, there are differences 

between brands within a travel marketer’s portfolio. For example, IHG’s Indigo 

brand has a more relaxed personality than its more formal InterContinental 

brand. Singapore Airlines’ flagship brand requires a different translation approach 

compared to the tone for its Tigerair unit. 

 

A specific focus on mobile messaging is increasingly important.  The kind of 

content and engagement a traveler needs from hotels and airlines is going to vary  

based on the chronology of the individual's trip. Information about baggage fees, 

car availability, gate information and hotel reservations are tied to different points 

in time. That’s why personalization on mobile devices is necessary. "Understanding 

your customer’s journey and the mobile moments along that journey to deliver 

the information that’s contextually relevant, in-language and on the right devices, 

is really important," Varon said.

“If you’re trying to get out a large amount of 
content and allow for localization, you need 
efficiency and flexibility.” 
              –  Sonia Zamborsky, Marriott   
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Three years ago, InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG), which has more than 

5,000 hotels globally, took a fairly standard approach to translation: It translated 

manually. At the time, IHG supported 16 different languages. The clunky process 

involved literally copying and pasting actions. It was a convoluted, costly and time-

consuming process. 

“We knew we wanted to add more languages and modify existing ones rapidly. 

This led us to Smartling,” Westfall said. “Smartling offered us the capability to 

automate the translation process with our vendors. We now have a platform 

where content is ingested, runs through a workflow and connects IHG with all of 

our translation vendors.”

IHG uses Adobe Experience Manager, which lets an author write in her native 

tongue. For example, in China, if a property wants to author to write in Mandarin 

but needs other languages as well, it can request that the page be translated into 

other languages. All of this is accomplished through Smartling, which automates 

the entire workflow.

“IHG has a transactional platform for room and rate descriptions—these change on 

a daily basis, property-by-property. The Smartling platform sits in front our website. 

If we have a booking request for German and the consumer is on a room and rate 

page, we can leverage Smartling because it knows all the content on the page 

and dynamically replaces the content,” Westfall said. 

The implementation has significantly reduced the time it takes to introduce new 

languages, he said. In 2015, IHG introduced four new languages: Arabic, Dutch, 

Russian and the Queen’s English. “We released Arabic in a month. It would have 

taken us six months before with the previous process and getting the content 

to the translation vendor,” Westfall added. In 2016, IHG will add one or two more 

languages. “For us, it’s a cost-reduction, optimization and speed to market play.” 

he said. 

The automated process has “significantly” reduced the error rate as well. “It’s no 

longer a manual interaction and we’re leveraging translation memory across 

multiple vendors all within the Smartling platform,” he said. “Content correctness 

is not an issue any longer. We also have a more efficient use of developer 

resources.”

Westfall claims that last year the company saved hundreds of thousands of dollars  

in translation costs by using Smartling. “That’s not including cost savings for all 

of the developer resources and internal efficiencies gained with the Smartling 

platform,” he added.

“You’re fighting an uphill battle if you don’t embrace this technology. The demand 

for localized experiences, nuanced for their locale is growing. It’s almost becoming 

Global Operations Challenges
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table stakes for international brands. If big brands don’t learn how to provide 

localization to the Chinese consumer, there will be local companies that fill that 

market share and they’ll be the disruptors that can cater to the guest better.”

Marriott’s Sonia Zamborsky agreed: “It’s table stakes to have in-language 

translation correct. It has to engage the customer—we’re a hospitality company! 

We have to welcome 

you in across all of our 

touchpoints whether 

they’re digital or in person.” 

For IHG’s part, the goal, 

Westfall said, is to improve 

consumers’ experience of 

the brand. “If we can get 

more timely, accurate and 

relevant translations to 

our consumers, it means 

a better experience of our 

brands [for consumers]. We can now connect into multiple translation providers 

with no real additional overhead. The workflow is handled by the Smartling 

platform.”

In Q3, IHG is looking at placing its call center and customer care functions under 

the Smartling umbrella. Today, the apps are only in English, so a Chinese call 

center agent has to get someone who’s proficient at Mandarin and English to do 

a real-time translation to a Chinese guest. “We’re looking at fronting those systems 

with Smartling to deliver the tech platform to the call center agents in their native 

tongue." 

"We’ll be focusing on the China market in Q3. There could be a cost-savings 

because we won’t have to have bilingual call center agents,” Westfall said.

“[Using software] We released Arabic 
in a month. It would have taken us 
six months before with the previous 
process and getting the content to the 
translation vendor...” 
      – Chad Westfall, IHG 
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Travel brands that employ a comprehensive translation solution can be more agile 

than their competitors. For instance, initiating local offers in the local tongue can 

be done quickly and are not beholden to development cycles. 

Moreover, minor errors can be fixed on the fly. Imagine the confusion a hotel guest 

faces if they open their loyalty App to discover "Lunch starts at 09:00 AM." Lunch is 

obviously meant to read "breakfast;" technology allows this fix to be made quickly. 

Often such translations can be more than benign typos. Recently, a major global 

ecommerce company included racially offensive language in a promotion for a 

Black Friday sale that was translated incorrectly. Such glitches happen when a 

brand has no visibility into how the translation is being done. A software solution 

that provides full transparency into that process can help keep track of that 

complex task across global markets.

In addition, a solution needs to accommodate the modern workflow for content 

creation. Typically, there are many people within an organization who are involved 

in creating content -- some of whom might be involved in loyalty marketing, some 

who help create apps -- who often don’t work in the same office or even the same 

hemisphere.

All of this is occurring while budgets are getting squeezed and the need for 

foreign translation services are exploding. Clearly, the current piecemeal approach 

to translation won’t work. The good news is that a single tech solution exists and 

it’s not cost-prohibitive. For instance, IHG has a single location manager while 

much smaller chains can employ as many as 10 people to achieve the same 

results. The difference is in software automation.

A Tech-Enabled Approach
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What can brands do to scale the global translation challenge? 
Here are five actionable strategies.

1.  Conduct a content audit to decide which web and mobile hubs to tackle 
first. Don’t expect to integrate translation technology right away on every page 

or property. Forrester’s Varon said travel brands need to strategize about the 

types of content they translate. A content audit is a good first step. 

2.  Identify and engage a partner that has the technology to streamline and 

accelerate your brand’s content delivery model and translated content. Select 

a partner that can translate for email, mobile, apps, web, push notifications and 

other digital channels that need content.  

3.  Once you’ve secured translation on key consumer-facing properties translate 
all digital touchpoints including call centers, email and CRM. 

 

4.  Collaborate with other teams in the organization and with the Chief 

Information Officer and Chief Technology Officer to integrate translation with 

existing enterprise-wide systems. While the translation function often sits 

within a marketing organization, tech-enabled translation needs to be top of 

mind for  the CIO and CTO.  

5.  Keep up with the demand for new languages. Assess your business and 

content needs and put a growth plan into place. 

5 Key Strategies For Adopting A Tech-First 
Approach To Global Translation:
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There’s a joke that people who’ve been involved 
with translation projects frequently tell: “The 
past, the present, and the future walked into a 
bar. It was tense.”

If you’ll pardon the pun, the truth is that 
translation at present is tense: it’s extremely 
manual and relies heavily on pre-Web 
technologies like email and spreadsheets. 
This low-tech state of affairs stands in stark 
contrast to the significant investment that 
travel brands are making in technology 
generally. They’re making this investment 
in their future because they know that good 

software is transformative, enabling them to operate more efficiently and 
opening new avenues for growth. Smartling, a leader in the Enterprise 
Translation Management software category, brings these benefits to the 
process of translation.

Today’s decisions about translation are typically made like this: we’re 
opening a hotel in (or launching a flight to) Jakarta, so we need to translate 
our website into Indonesian. The result is that the entire website is 
professionally translated into Indonesian at a cost of roughly $0.23 per 
word—a significant sum that doesn’t include internal costs, which often 
surpass the cost of the translation itself. The investment may not pay 
dividends for years.

This approach doesn't make much sense; it's unlikely that every page will be 
applicable for Indonesian speakers, and among those that are, certain pages 
will be more or less valuable than others. Instead, travel brands should 
adjust their spend accordingly, by excluding certain pages for translation 
or using a lower cost translation option. Similarly, travel brands should 
be able to expand their language support opportunistically. All of these 
decisions should be driven by data like traffic, conversions, and customer 
demographics.

Executive Letter 

Kevin Cohn, 
SVP of Operations, Smartling
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The sheer amount and complexity of manual effort required to accomplish 
this using the traditional approach to translation makes it a practical 
impossibility. Using Enterprise Translation Management software, however, 
travel brands can set budgets and have decisions about the allocation of 
these budgets be made automatically based on a combination of business 
rules, data, and manual intervention. This makes entering new markets 
easier and lower-risk, maximizes return on investment in translation, 
and optimizes the global customer experience in a fiercely competitive 
environment.

Like any good joke, the one at the start of this letter is funny because it’s 
true: translation today is stuck in the past, and it isn’t fun. With software, 
however, Smartling enables travel brands to take a smarter, more strategic 
approach to translation.
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Common Sense Advisory, The Language Services Market: 2015

eMarketer, How the Internet of Things Is Transforming Travel

Harvard Business Review, Priceline’s CEO On Creating An In-House Multilingual Customer Service Operation

IHG, The Future of Chinese Travel

Forrester, Lily Varon’s blog: “Technology Advancements Mean Machine Translation Has Earned A Second Chance”

http://blogs.forrester.com/lily_varon/15-06-11-technology_advancements_mean_machine_translation_has_earned_a_

second_chance

 Forrester, Lily Varon’s blog: “Beyond Language & Payments: Website Localization Must-Haves For Global eCommerce”

http://blogs.forrester.com/lily_varon/15-09-08-beyond_language_payments_website_localization_must_haves_for_

global_ecommerce
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http://Skift, Demand for Air Travel Is the Highest in 5 Years, IATA Reports 
http://Skift.com, U.S. Hotel Rates Rise as Room Demand and Revenue Hit All-Time Highs 
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/06/how-millennials-are-changing-international-travel/373007/
http://www.marketingcharts.com/online/smartphone-penetration-nears-80-of-the-us-mobile-market-65214/
http://thinkdigital.travel/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Screen-Shot-2014-04-17-at-17.43.07.png  
http://www.commonsenseadvisory.com/Portals/_default/Knowledgebase/ArticleImages/140214_CRWB_Abstract.pdf
http://www.commonsenseadvisory.com/Portals/_default/Knowledgebase/ArticleImages/140214_CRWB_Abstract.pdf


Skift is a business information company focused on travel intelligence and 

offers news, data, and services to professionals in travel and  

professional travelers, to help them make smart decisions about travel.

 

Founded in 2012 by media entrepreneur Rafat Ali, Skift is based in New 

York City and backed by Lerer Ventures, Advancit Capital and other mar-

quee media-tech investors

Visit skift.com for more.

About Skift

Like what you see?
Skift’s content studio SkiftX helps brands such as Sabre, American Express, 

MasterCard, Travel Channel, Hilton, and others create custom content, 

research, and experiences for sponsors that in uence the largest audience 

of travel industry decision makers on the planet. 

Contact us for more details:
 
Rafat Ali, 
Founder & CEO, Skift
ra@skift.com
212-564-5830
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